
A2 PULLEY EARLY LOADING TREATMENT PROGAM 
BY RICHARD WEBBER"

"
Controlled progressive early loading of  damaged tissue has been shown to speed 
recovery and give optimal function.  This program was developed by myself  to apply this 
concept to pulley injuries.""
Firstly the important bit “When can I go climbing?”""
Usually 2-3 weeks not climbing. Then 3-4 weeks of progressive increase back to normal 
levels. However a top level climber who had an A2 and A4 partial rupture confirmed on 
ultrasound scan  used this program and was able to return to international competitions in "
4 weeks.""
Correct diagnosis is important and if possible you should speak to a medical professional 
with a good knowledge of climbing injuries before proceeding.""
In the first week you want to protect the pulley, increase blood flow to help healing and 
maintain range of movement"

•      H-taping with rigid tape throughout the day to protect the pulley"
• Cold therapy. Bowl of cold but not freezing water  keep whole hand in for 20 

minutes.Keep fingers moving through full range with wrist and knuckles held 
stable. "

• Take the hand out of the water and  keeping the wrist and knuckles stable bend 
and straighten the fingers until they warm up and go a nice pink colour (usually 
2-3 minutes) "

• repeat at least x2 daily"
• The cold followed by movement will massively increase blood flow to the area 

helping clear any swelling and bringing nutrients to the area"
• Move hand and fingers through a full range of movement regularly through out 

the day."
• Avoid continual prodding and poking of injury to see if it is better yet."
• General exercise such as running or swimming will also increase blood flow."
• Eat well, keep hydrated and get plenty of sleep.""

When you are out of the initial inflammatory phase (first 1-5 days 
when finger is swollen and painful even without pressure) you need 
to begin to progressively loading the tissue to encourage correct 
alignment of the repairing tissue.""
Stand on some bathroom scales in front of your fingerboard, gentle 
apply pressure to a hold without increasing  pain. Start with open 
hand sloping holds. The scales are so you can measure progress 
and see how much of body weight you can take. There must be no 
increase in pain during or after the exercise. Start by being far to 
gentle and work up from there over several days."""""""
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"
Using slow motion video I have found that there are 3 phases to taking a hold and I would 
recommend re-training all 3.""

""""""""""
1.contact  " " " 2.hand stretches out" " 3. hold is held for 8 ""
" " " " and then pulls into position"" seconds "
  "
I would do sets of 10 to mimic an average length boulder problem."
rest 2 minutes between sets and do between 5 and 10 sets depending on fatigue and 
pain.(Remember gentle enough to not increase pain. This maybe 1% effort initially). You 
can repeat all this up to 4 times a day if you have the self control to keep it at a low 
enough effort to not aggravate.""
Follow this with the movement in cold water described above.""
You may also wish to do some hand strengthening exercises as these muscles are often 
weakened following a pulley injury and help provide active stability to the finger. You can 
use theraputty and elastic bands  for this. Again being too gentle and not aggravating is 
the key to success.""
After 1 week you could use the kinetic H taping method as it may help fluid movement 
within the finger.(see video on our website)""
It is also worth massaging and stretching the forearm muscles as these often become tight 
following a finger injury. Once any swelling has gone from the injured finger gently stretch 
finger joints to ensure a return of a full range of movement""
When you can take 50% of your body weight without pain you are probably ready to begin 
climbing. "
When you begin climbing "

• Use h-taping-rigid strappel tape is the best "
• Warm up thoroughly"
• Begin with low intensity high volume training"
• Traversing can put additional strain on the ring finger and where possible do more 

up problems"
• Some discomfort is to be expected"
• This should go following cold water therapy after climbing"
• Begin with open handed climbing and try to avoid large jugs that place direct 

pressure over injured pulley"
• Ensure you stretch fingers and arms fully after the session"
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• Gradually increase intensity over 3-4 weeks"
• "

Sometimes massage is required during this stage to help loosen any scar tissue at the site 
of injury.""
Crimping"
The best advice is to get strong open handed so you are less reliant on it . (it significantly 
increases load on pulleys)"
Avoid crimping in the first 3-4 weeks of restarting climbing."
To prepare for use during climbing repeat the finger board/ scales sessions but with 
crimped  holds""
Full pulley strength will take 6 months and i would recommend continuing with"
the taping during this period."
Stop after this as taping will not prevent further injury and may inhibit full recovery.""
Please e-mail me at  rickwebber@me.com if you have any questions."
Please note that I am unable to make a diagnosis over the internet and would be wary of 
anyone who says they can."""


